Residt. Commr. Ballarat
Reports arrest of two persons concerned in the late outrage.
Balaarat October 22nd/54

Sir, I have the honor to inform you that two persons concerned in the late outrage on the Eureka
Hotel yesterday morning I brought before the Bench who committed them to Geelong. The Bench
would let them out on bail of 500£ each. Mr Sturt having been requested by delegates from the mob
to bail them out had agreed to do so for 100£ bail this I thoroughly protested against as it would the
effect of lowering the Bench here in the estimation of the people, ultimately the bail demanded by
the Bench was found and the Prisoners liberated - there was a very large crowd outside the camp
who dispersed after some little noise.

Two measures are left us now one is to arrest all concerned in the outrage as soon as possible and if
any resistance is made to give a fearful lesson or to remain as we are the people will settle down
quietly after a few days and things will fall apparently into their former places with this exception
that the authority of the Government on the Gold Fields will be lessened. I would strongly advise the
first I would in justice to those already arrested arrest all implicated as far as possible and if anything
like a serious resistance is made or an attempt at rescue, a lesson should be given them which
should prove that the Government could insist.

If we now allow things to take their course the very first cause of complaint will be an excuse for a
rising or drunk miner or an insolent policeman may call a mob on the camp; another reason is that I
feel convinced that if the Licence Fee is to be continued it must be by coercion and the sooner the
miners are shewn that coercion can be used successfully the better.

I have conferred considerable length with Mr. McMahon and agree with him that if the arrest is to
take place it will be as well to wait for the detachment of the 12th and then in case of resistance we
shall be in sufficient force to punish. I propose sending out for unlicensed miners tomorrow in the
usual way this will test the feeling of the people. I have the honor to be Sir, Your most obedient
servant

Robt. Rede Resident Commr.

